Abstract-A wheel-propeller-leg integrated amphibious robot with multi-modes motion is presented as a new type of robot, which can both crawl on land and swim underwater in certain depth. The performance of swimming with the mixed thrusters composed of wheel-propellers and legs shows its propulsive capability when the robot swims in water. Based on analysis of propulsive principle of the wheel-propeller and the leg, hydrodynamic characters of the mixed thrusters are calculated, and the approximate models for propulsion of the wheelpropeller and leg are obtained according to computational calculation and simulation with commercial software. Considering the feature of energy-taking by itself, the optimal distribution of propulsion based on the wheel-propeller-leg mixed thrusters with the maximal navigational distance is studied using multi-objective optimization theory. As a result, the optimized driving parameters for the mixed thrusters are achieved to bring the maximal propulsion while consuming the minimal energy. Experiments carried out in the pool prove the validity and rationality of the optimization results.
INTRODUCTION
The application of mobile robot in special amphibious environment is regarded more and more significantly in resent years. Amphibious robot can realize certain movement both on land and in water, including swamp and beach areas. Considering the driving mechanisms and moving styles, amphibious robot in being can be defined as different types: single-driving mode and compound-mobile mode. Amphibious robot with single-driving mode, such as the multi-legged type, wheeled type and tracked type, is hard to meet the needs of locomotive speed, swimming performance, maneuverability and stability at the same time. In order to improve the terrain adaptability on land and the swim capability in water of the robot, the development of new type of compound-mobile mechanism becomes to be an emphasis in the research of amphibious robot [1~3] .
According to the uncertain environment in which the amphibious robot works, a kind of wheel-propeller-leg integrated driving mechanism is proposed, which can make the robot both crawl on land and swim underwater in certain depth, so crawl and swim are the two typical modes of movement. It is obvious that it is a severe challenge for the wheel-propellerleg integrated driving mechanism to meet the needs of high locomotive performance in the two different models. In order to meet the needs above, the multi-objective optimization methods are adopted aiming to the crawl and swim, including the capacity of obstacle negotiation, the stability when the robot crawls on land, and the performance of wheel-propeller in the swimming model. As a result, the optimized design parameters and configuration of the robot are obtained [4] . Accordingly, the principle prototype of the robot can be seen in Fig.1 . In which, Fig.1(a) shows the mode crawling on land of the robot, and Fig.1(b) presents the mode swimming in water of the robot. The movements on land of the robot, including obstacle negotiation, can be seen as researches on gait planning, which has been discussed in other papers [5] [6] . In this paper, we choose the motion in water as the study object, mainly the performance of propulsion of this robot based on the mixed thrusters. When moving in water, the wheel-propeller works as propeller and the leg acts as bionic fin. The optimal distribution of propulsion created by the wheel-propellers and legs is aim to solve the matching relationship between propulsion and energy consumption. Based on the analysis of hydrodynamic traits of the robot swimming in water, the propulsive performances of wheel-propeller and leg are calculated and analyzed respectively, and the approximate models of propulsion are founded by curve fitting method. According to the feature of energy-taking by the robot itself, the optimal distribution of propulsion based on the wheel-propeller-leg mixed thrusters is studied using the multi-objective optimization theory. Using the algorithm of hybrid optimization strategy of both the improved sequential quadratic programming-SQP and the mixed integer optimization-MOST, the optimized driving parameters for the mixed thrusters are achieved to bring the maximal propulsion while consuming the minimal energy. Experiments are carried out in the pool to prove the validity and rationality of the optimization results.
II. PROPULSIVE PRINCIPLE AND HYDRODYNAMIC FEATURES OF THE MIXED THRUSTERS
Compound-driving mechanism is developed from the advantages of two or more than two styles of moving mechanisms, so this mechanism has good adaptability for unstructured environment. Considering of the common mobile modes and characters of amphibious robot both on land and in water, the integration of propellers that usually used underwater and wheels that generally applied by robot on land, is presented as a new type of driving mechanism called wheel-propeller, seen in Fig.2(a) . And also the coordination of fins swimming in water and legs moving on land can be created as another compound-driving mechanism called leg, shown in Fig.2 (b) . 
A. Propulsive principle
When the robot swims in water, the mixed thrusters composed by two pairs of wheel-propellers and one pair of legs, can change their ways of action that different from ways on land. As Fig.1 (b) shown, the robot transforms its configuration according to the demand of swimming in water. The wheelpropeller functions as common propeller that can give propulsive force parallel the rotational shaft of the driving motor. And the pair of legs acts as bionic fins that swing within certain range according to one datum plane. Different moving styles can create propulsive force in different directions. So the robot can move straight or turn by controlling the rotary direction and speed, seen in Fig.3 (a) (b) .
B. Hydrodynamic features
The wheel-propeller and leg can bring propulsive force, but in different way. The hydrodynamic features of both wheelpropeller and leg can be expressed by approximate propulsive models, which are formed through simulation and calculation in commercial software called CFX. 
1) Wheel-propeller
As mentioned before, the wheel-propeller works as propeller when the robot moves underwater. According to propulsive principle of propeller, there is a little difference in propulsive performance comparing positive rotation to reverse rotation, which can be ignored during the simulation. The coordinate system of hydrodynamic calculation of wheelpropeller is set up as shown in Fig.4 . In which, the parameter v means the forward velocity when the wheel-propeller rotates with value of parameter N, and the units are appointed as knot and rpm respectively. 
2) Leg
Regarding the horizontal plane as the symmetrical plane, the regular swing of leg can create propulsion in forward direction. Fig.6 (a) shows the propulsive principle of the leg by force analysis. The typical movement of the leg can be described as Eq. (2). Accordingly, the track of the leg in one cycle can be seen in Fig.6 (b) . 
In Fig.6 , parameters are defined as follows: v means the flow speed, u is the swing speed in normal direction, and U is the vector addition of v and u, θ expresses the swing angle of the leg, ψ is the attack angle, φ describes the angle between U and x axis. In Eq. (2), A is the maximal value of swing angle and f is the swing frequency of the leg.
According to the wing theory, the lift force L and resistance D can be obtained. So the propulsive force F x can be calculated as:
In which, the parameters U, ψ and φ are the functions of A and f, so the propulsive performance of the leg with relation to the swing angle A in different swing frequency can be described in Fig. 7(a) . Accordingly, the curve for propulsion and swing frequency f is obtained in Fig. 7(b) . The motion of the amphibious robot in water is realized through the action from both wheel-propellers and legs. Because of differences in moving style and propulsive principle, the consumption of energy is different with various propulsive distributions of the mixed thrusters. The robot takes energy by itself, so the sailing distance is one of the most important targets. The research on optimal distribution of propulsion can create the maximal propulsion based on the lowest energy consumption, which makes great sense for improving the capacity of continuous voyage. The coupling influence among wheel-propellers and legs are ignored, so the optimal distribution of propulsion for the maximal navigational distance can be expressed as:
In which, F means the total propulsion that created by wheel-propellers and legs, P is the total power that consumed by wheel-propellers and legs, P P expresses the power that consumed by each wheel-propeller when it creates the propulsion F P , and P L expresses the power that consumed by each leg when it creates the propulsion F L .
A. Propulsive models of wheel-propeller and leg
According to the hydrodynamic analysis of wheel-propeller mentioned before, the propulsive model is shown as Eq. (1).
The movement of legs is regularly and periodically. The average propulsion for one leg in a whole motion cycle can be obtained as:
In which, F x is the propulsive force brought by the leg, which is shown in Eq. (3) . T means the time of one motion cycle of the leg.
The calculation of F L is complicated using common integral method. In this paper, the approximate model for the propulsion of the leg is adopted, which can be expressed by numerical matching technique. The result can be obtained as: 
B. Power calculation of wheel-propeller and leg
The energy that consumed by the mixed thrusters can be defined as two kinds: one is called internal power for overcoming the frictional force from the mechanism, and another is called outside power for balancing the resistance from water current.
The internal power is mainly consumed by frictions from the rotation shaft and the watertight element, which can be obtained according to basic calculation formula. The outside power of wheel-propellers can be acquired by simulation in CFX. As a result, the power that consumed by each of wheelpropellers can be achieved as: 
The internal power of the leg is similar to the wheelpropeller. But the calculation of outside power that the leg consumed is complex. In one motion cycle of the leg, the average power can be described as:
In which, P is the power that the leg consumes. The expression of P can be obtained through academic calculation. Using the numerical matching method, the approximate model for the power-consumption can be obtained as:
C. Multi-objective optimization
It is obvious that the optimal distribution of propulsion based on the wheel-propeller and leg mixed thrusters is a multiobjective optimization problem.
1) Design variables
Due to the wheel-propellers and legs with certain geometrical characters and physical sizes, parameters that affect the values of propulsion and power-consumption are mainly the control messages. So the design variables are v and N for the wheel-propeller, and f and A for the leg, which can be concluded as:
(10) 2) Objective functions As described before, the objective functions for the optimal distribution of propulsion can be induced as: 
4) Optimization result
Considering the multi-objective optimization problem with specific models, the optimization process can be realized using commercial software. In this paper, the procedure is carried out in an integrated optimize software called iSIGHT. The algorithm of hybrid optimization strategy mixed with both the improved sequential quadratic programming-SQP and the mixed integer optimization-MOST is selected, and the optimization results can be concluded as follows:
When the rotation speed of the two pairs of wheelpropellers N keeps in 112rpm, and at the same time, the swing frequency f and swing amplitude A are 1.2Hz and 108˚ respectively, then the robot can sail underwater in the optimal energy consumption state. So the combined propulsion of wheel-propellers and legs can reach to 28N, and meanwhile the value of power consumption is about 21W. As a result, the forward speed of the robot can come to 1.36Knot.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
It is difficult to obtain precise models of the robot and the wheel-propeller and leg mixed thrusters according to the existing methods and theory in the complex hydrodynamic environment. In this paper, the experiments on relationship between propulsive force and power-consumption of wheelpropellers, legs and both of them are carried out in the pool belonging to our institute. Based on the control and measure system that can show values of voltage and current of the robot system in real time, seen in Fig.8 , the power consumed can be calculated according to the movement of the robot driving by wheel-propellers or legs or all of them. Fig. 9(a) shows the connection of propulsive force and power consumption of one of wheel-propellers when the forward speed is 0. In which, the curves are formed by numerical matching those experimental values. In the same way, the relationship among f, A and power consumption of each of legs can be shown in Fig. 9(b) . Fig. 9(c) is the propulsive efficiency of the leg based on Eq. (13).
In which, x F means the average propulsive force of the leg in one motion cycle, which can be described as: Fig.10 shows the experiment carried out in the pool to prove the optimal distribution of propulsion based on the wheel-propeller and leg mixed thrusters.
From the statistical result of the power management system during the experiment, the optimal distribution of propulsion based on the multi-objective optimization is valid and reasonable. When moves with the parameters optimized in part III, the robot can reach to the maximal speed while consuming the least power relatively. That is to say the robot can realize the target of the maximal sailing distance with the mixed thrusters. A wheel-propeller-leg integrated amphibious robot is introduced to the reader as a new type of robot. When the robot moves underwater, the wheel-propeller and leg can be seen as mixed thrusters. Based on the analysis of hydrodynamic traits of the robot swimming in water, the propulsive performances of wheel-propeller and leg are calculated and analyzed respectively, and the approximate models of propulsion are founded by curve fitting method. Considering the feature of energy-taking by itself, the optimal distribution of propulsion based on the wheel-propeller and leg mixed thrusters is studied using the multi-objective optimization theory. The optimized driving parameters for the mixed thrusters are achieved to bring the maximal sailing distance with given energy. At last, experiments are carried out in the pool to prove the validity and rationality of the optimization results. 
